The University understands there is an urgent need to reopen the footbridge (Hi-by Bridge) connecting the student residences to campus. To strike a balance between the needs of students and campus security, the University has decided after a comprehensive review to reopen the walkway after the self-service access system has been installed which, barring unforeseen circumstances, is due for completion in mid-February.

In fact, according to a survey recently conducted in student hostels, the most important issues among the more than 660 replies received from residents are personal safety, followed by hygiene, living condition and convenience. In addition, many participants invited by Student Development Services to sharing sessions in the colleges and departments have expressed their understanding for the enhanced security measures. Among their other concerns are measures aimed at handling the spread of the new coronavirus.

CityU once again urges all campus users to safeguard campus together. We will continue to monitor campus security and the spread of new coronavirus and take all necessary action.
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